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What’s The BoC To Do With Higher Canadian CPI, 

Stable Core? 

Canada, CPI, y/y / m/m NSA %, December: 

Actual:    2.0 / -0.1 

Scotia:    1.6 / -0.5 

Consensus:    1.7 / -0.4 

Prior:  Unrevised from 1.7 / -0.4 

 

Core inflation, y/y %, November: 

Average:  1.9   (prior 1.9%) 

Common component: 1.9   (prior 1.9%) 

Weighted Median:  1.8  (revised to 1.8% from 1.9%) 

Trimmed Mean:  1.9 (prior 1.9%) 
 

 Headline inflation surprised higher and core inflation was unchanged 

but these two observations mask important underlying shifts. This is a 

touch more complicated than expected inflation update but I’ll walk through 

the implications toward why I think it reinforces our narrative that markets are 

significantly underpricing rate hike risks by the BoC over 2019. As charts 1 

and 2 depict, headline inflation is on the BoC’s 2% target and core inflation is 

close to it. Inflation averaged 2.0% y/y in Q4 which was what the BoC’s 

January MPR revised down to, but at the margin the greater than expected 

monthly momentum might indicate higher tracking risk into Q1 than the BoC’s 

1.7% forecast suggests. Note that excluding gasoline (-8.6% y/y), CPI was up 

2.5% y/y 

 There is considerable breadth to the gains but the volatility in the tails of 

the price distribution is weeded out by the central tendency measures. Chart 

3 depicts year-ago price changes by basket component ranked from highest 

to lowest. Chart 4 shows the role of several important components and how 

they’ve swung, like electricity prices following prior cuts and mortgage interest 

costs following rate hikes. 

 On auto prices acting as a dampening influence in this report, I’d be careful 

toward this component. Pass through of a weak currency probably still lies 

ahead as chart 5 suggests by lagging out in time the movements in the C$ 

and showing the rough correlation with auto prices given the heavy import 

propensity.  

 Among the components that influenced prices higher were air travel +28.1% 

y/y, vegetables prices 11.2% y/y, fruit +2.4%, fish prices 3.8%y/y, mortgage 

interest 7.5 y/y, electricity 3.6% (a sizeable swing factor), water 2.8%, 

communications 5.2%, auto insurance 5.1%, tuition 3.1% y/y, restaurant 

prices  3.8% and cigarettes prices are up 8.3%. 

 To the downside were meat prices +0.6%, dairy +1.5%, bakery +0.9%, rent 

1.4%, property taxes 1.4%, natural gas -4.1%, furniture prices -2.1%, clothing 

0.5%, autos 0.3%, gasoline -8.6%, bus/subway fares 1.6%, health care 0.2%, 

recreation prices 1.0%. 

 Regarding big movements in some components, StatsCan warns to treat the 

airfare surge “with caution” given the ongoing influences of the 
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methodological change in March 2018. StatsCan warns of further methodological shifts in the next inflation report when it 

changes the methodology for rent that carries a 6.1% weight in the basket. Also note that higher telephone services prices 

(+6.1% y/y) are being pinned on base effects back to the end of promotions in December 2017. 

 In all, while it’s very early for the overall 2019 narrative, at the margin the fact that headline inflation remains on target, core 

inflation is close, breadth is significant, some components could rise ahead (autos) while others are unsustainable (airfare on 

methodological changes) reinforce a bias that markets have gone too far in pricing out rate hikes in 2019. The  BoC will likely 

remain on hold until we get through a transitory shock effect from Alberta’s production cuts plus the effects of higher than 

previously estimated slack, but from Q2-onward there is the risk of a return to hiking when the air clears. Clearly the BoC—like 

other central banks—also has a cautious eye toward Brexit, US-China negotiations, US shutdown and debt ceiling risks and 

broader US politics. By March, those risks should be much better informed.  
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